The September 1862 Battle He Never Had
the Chance to Fight and Why That is Important
by Alexander B. Rossino
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“Many histories . . . do not see it as an effort
by Lee to encourage secession.”

At

10:00 p.m. on Saturday, September 13,
1862, General Robert
E. Lee sent Major General Lafayette McLaws a curious note. This
missive, dictated to an aide the
night before the Battle of South
Mountain, explained that the
Army of the Potomac had advanced west from Frederick City,
potentially to relieve the Federal
garrison at Harpers Ferry then
under siege by forces under the
overall command of Maj. Gen.
Thomas J. ‘Stonewall’ Jackson.
“You will see … the necessity
of expediting your operations
as much as possible,” explained
Lee to McLaws, who command-



Robert E. Lee
(1807-1870).
Delay at Harpers
Ferry and unexpected speed on
the part of McClellan disrupted
Lee’s plan. LOC

ed his division and that of Maj.
Gen. Richard H. Anderson in
Maryland just across the river
from Harpers Ferry. Lee sent
this note from the vicinity of
Hagerstown, Maryland, where
he was camped with the Army
of Northern Virginia’s Reserve
Artillery and nine brigades of
infantry under Maj. Gen. James
Longstreet and Brigadier General Nathan G. “Shanks” Evans.
In addition to warning McLaws
to guard his rear against Federal attack, Lee also urged him
“to move his force as rapidly as
possible to Sharpsburg” as soon
as the Federals at Harpers Ferry
had capitulated. Lee then noted
in the curious part of this dispatch,
patc
pa
ch, “General Longstreet will
down to-morrow and take
move
mo
vee d
position
a po
posi
s ti on Beaver Creek, this
side
of Boonsborough.”1
si
ide ((north)
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n nothing to McLaws.
Even
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v ngg outside
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of Washington
County,
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un
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o find the creek without
a de
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pr
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o im
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Boonsboro,
Boon
Bo
o sb
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General Lee appears
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have
avee thought the creek an
av
iimportant
im
po
ort
r
defensive position.
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So
u so, in fact, that it came
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much
u a ssecond
up
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time on September
14,, afte
14
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t the fighting at Turner’s
after
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nd Fo
Fox
x Gaps had already been
and
Fox’s
ragi
ra
giing
n for several hours.
raging
According
Ac
c
to the campaign
report
repo
re
porr of Brig. Gen. William N.
po
Pendleton,
P
Pe
nd
the commander of
tthee Army of Northern Virth
ginia’s
gin
gi
n
Reserve Artillery, on
““Sunday morning, 14th,
we were summoned to
w
return toward Boonsborough, the enemy having
advanced upon General D. H. Hill. When I
arrived and report-
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ed to you (General Lee) a short
distance from the battle-field,
you directed me to place in position on the heights of Beaver
Creek the several batteries of my
command.” Pendleton dutifully
carried out his orders that afternoon and “formed his guns
along Beaver Creek Heights.”2
Why Robert E. Lee continued to devote attention to the
heights behind Beaver Creek
when his army was under attack
at South Mountain remains
unclear. It is likely that he first
spotted the hills while travelling
with Longstreet and Evans to
the vicinity of Hagerstown on
September 11. Lee had not intended to march Longstreet and
Evans farther than Boonsboro
that day, but when he learned of
“a Federal force … approaching
Hagerstown from the direction
of Chambersburg,” he moved
Longstreet north “to secure the
road … to Williamsport, and …
prevent the removal of stores.”3
It must have been during this
march that Lee noticed the Beaver Creek heights and decided
they would be the perfect place
to engage the pursuing enemy
once Jackson had concluded the
operation against Harpers Ferry.
The heights lining the creek’s
north side rise as high as 560
feet. Antietam Creek anchors
them in the west, while to the
east they stretch nearly to South
Mountain for a total length of
about three miles. Lee surely
recognized this terrain would
severely limit the enemy’s ability
to maneuver. Unable to easily
outflank this position, Union
Maj. Gen. George McClellan
would be forced to attack the
Rebel army frontally. Imagine a
series of head-on assaults against
tall heights similar to those that
Maj. Gen. Ambrose Burnside

launched at Fredericksburg in December 1862 and one can see why Lee
favored the Beaver Creek position. He
spotted its natural advantages and then
sought so desperately to fight there that
even after Longstreet went to reinforce
D. H. Hill on the morning of September 14, he continued to fixate on the
creek as his preferred defensive line in
Washington County.
Alas for General Lee, when man
plans God laughs. The defeat at South
Mountain compelled Lee to abandon
his Beaver Creek plan and fall back toward Sharpsburg with Longstreet and
Hill. Moving in that direction brought
his portion of the army closer to the
troops under Jackson operating against
Harpers Ferry. Attempting to salvage
what he could of his plan to confront
McClellan north of the Potomac, Lee
eventually sought new ground on
which to execute his scheme. He found

this terrain west of Antietam Creek and
fought the Battle of Sharpsburg/Antietam there on September 16-17.
Lee’s abortive Beaver Creek plan
is important to understand because it
forces us to reconsider several issues in
the history of the 1862 Maryland Campaign. It reveals, for example, that Lee
thought he had time to force the capitulation of Harpers Ferry before the
Federals could catch up to him. Second, it shows that Lee hoped to bring
his army back together after the Harpers Ferry operation for a decisive battle
in Maryland. Third, knowing that Lee
hoped to fight at Beaver Creek compels
us to re-examine what he sought to
achieve north of the Potomac and why
he instead ended up fighting at Sharpsburg/Antietam.
Typically portrayed as a foray
north by Lee to provision his army,
draw the Federals out of Virginia, and

invade Pennsylvania, most histories
of the Maryland Campaign neglect
several important points. They do not
see it as an effort by Lee to encourage
Maryland’s secession from the Union,
they fail to document the evolution of
Lee’s plan from a potential invasion of
Pennsylvania to a clash with McClellan
in Maryland, and they miss the influence that each of these objectives had
upon shaping the eventual course of
events. As a result, existing analyses of
the events that took place from September 14 to September 17, 1862, often
misinterpret what General Lee hoped
to accomplish.
The focus on Pennsylvania is understandable in light of a comment Lee
wrote to Jefferson Davis on September
4. Informing the Confederate president of his intention to embark upon
an “expedition into Maryland,” Lee
added, “Should the results … justify it,
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I propose to enter Pennsylvania,
unless you should deem it unadvisable upon political or other
grounds.”4
A few days later, Lee mentioned Pennsylvania to a man
from Maryland while the Army
of Northern Virginia rested near
Frederick. This time, however, he
clarified the results necessary for an
invasion of the Keystone State to occur. “We have now come to redeem
our pledge to the people of this State,”
e,”
affirmed the general. “We extend the
olive branch to them, and, should they
accept it, we shall welcome and protect
them, with the assurance that the next
battle ground will be in Pennsylvania.
But, should they not come forward,
after having been amply assured that
their property would be unmolested,
and every guarantee given that the
Southern army should remain on



“Stonewall” Jackson (1824-1863) took a
day too long to bring about the surrender of
the Harpers Ferry garrison. LOC

Maryland soil, for the maintenance
of their sacred rights, then the battle-ground must hereafter be in Maryland.”5
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General Lee made it clear with
these words that there would be
no invasion of Pennsylvania unless Maryland’s secessionists rose
up against the U.S. government.
Only then would he consider
marching his army farther north.
The importance of encouraging
ssecession in Maryland has not received the attention it deserves. As Lee
ce
iinformed
in
nf
Jefferson Davis on Septemb
be
ber 3, the moment had come to “give
material aid to Maryland and afford
m
ma
her an opportunity of throwing off the
h
oppression to which she is now subject.”6 Two days later, Lee wrote again
to Davis, “I have already had the honor
to inform you this army is about entering Maryland, with a view of affording
the people of that State an opportunity
of liberating themselves.”7 Then, on
September 8, while at Frederick, Lee
issued a proclamation to the people of

William H. Trimble

Maryland. This announcement stated
“our army has come among you, and is
prepared to assist you with the power
of its arms in regaining the rights of
which you have been despoiled. This,
citizens of Maryland, is our mission,
so far as you are concerned.”8 Finally,
following the campaign’s disappointing close, Lee admitted to Davis, “it
was hoped that military success might
afford us an opportunity to aid the
citizens of Maryland in any efforts they
might be disposed to make to recover
their liberties.”9
This last statement linking military victory with Maryland’s secession
reflected a change in Lee’s thinking
that occurred on or about September
6. Up to that date, the general appears
to have hoped the mere presence of
his army north of the Potomac would
spark a secessionist rebellion. But after
discussing the issue with a sympathetic
audience during a dinner he attended
at the parsonage of Reverend Dr. John
B. Ross, the pastor of Frederick’s First
Presbyterian Church, Lee began to see
the situation in a different light.10 This
change is evident in a letter Lee wrote
to Davis on the following day. “Notwithstanding individual expressions of
kindness that have been given, and the
general sympathy in the success of the
Confederate States,” dictated the general to an aide, “situated as Maryland
is, I do not anticipate any general rising
of the people in our behalf.”11
Here for the first time Lee expressed
doubt that a spontaneous uprising
in favor of the Southern cause would
take place in Maryland, but this did
not mean he believed a rebellion could
not be provoked. Concluding that an
uprising against the Federals would
erupt only after his army had won another battle, Lee came to understand
that Maryland, situated as it is between
fortified Washington and much larger
pro-Union Pennsylvania, faced invasion at multiple points. This condition
intimidated the pro-Southern portion
of Maryland’s populace into believing

that they alone could never free themselves through armed rebellion. The
Army of Northern Virginia would need
to fight for their support.
That Lee arrived at this conclusion
comes through clearly in his August
1863 campaign report. Writing, “The
condition of Maryland (i.e., occupied
by Federal troops) encouraged the
belief that the presence of our army
… would induce the Washington
Government to retain all its available
force to provide against contingencies
(i.e., rebellion) which its course toward
the people of that State (i.e., martial
law) gave it reason to apprehend,” Lee
explained, “It was [therefore] hoped
that military success might afford us
an opportunity to aid the citizens of
Maryland in any efforts they might
be disposed to make to recover their
liberties.”12 Secessionist Marylanders,
though, showed no inclination to revolt and this forced Lee to make two
key decisions between September 7
and 9: he elected not to march into
Pennsylvania and he decided to fight in
Washington County, Maryland, after
the capture of Harpers Ferry.
The general’s political and military
objectives converged fully at this point,
but before he could give battle the enemy garrisons at Martinsburg and Harpers Ferry had to be eliminated. As Lee
clarified in his post-campaign report,
“It had been supposed that the advance upon Fredericktown would lead
to the evacuation of Martinsburg and
Harper’s Ferry, thus opening the line
of communication through the Valley.
This not having occurred, it became
necessary to dislodge the enemy from
those positions before concentrating
the army west of the mountains.”13
Washington County figured prominently in Lee’s thinking because his
army’s supply and communications
lines ran north through the Shenandoah Valley to the Potomac River. Even
before entering Maryland, Lee had
instructed that barefooted men, the
disabled, and reinforcements coming

William H. Trimble (18111883), Colonel of the 60th Ohio
Infantry and son of a former governor of Ohio. When the Union
garrison at Harpers Ferry surrendered, the Confederates started
to round hundreds of “contrabands”—slaves who had sought
freedom behind the Union lines.
Colonel Trimble was concerned
for the free African Americans
who had been working as servants or teamsters for his regiment since its formation. He received passes for his free workers
from Confederate general A.P. Hill.
However, when the men of
the 60th, now paroled prisoners,
prepared to cross the Potomac
on pontoon bridges, they were
halted by Confederate guards.
The Confederate officer in charge
refused to recognize the passes,
and the Rebels began dragging
the free Blacks away. Trimble
reached for his revolver (the paroled officers had been allowed
to retain their weapons).
“My men are unarmed—I an
not,” he declared, “I’ll sell my life
for these free boys.” Trimble held
the Confederate officer at gunpoint until all his men and the African Americans had crossed over
the river.
The colonel’s stand took place
six days before the Emancipation
Proclamation was issued. - ed.

Colonel William H. Trimble (1811-1883).
Courtesy Nicholas Picerno Collection
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“should Little Mac pick up the pace it would jeopardise
the whole Confederate operation.”
up from the south should collect at
Winchester, Virginia. Private Robson
of the 52nd Virginia recalled the effect
of these orders. “On the 5th September
we crossed the Potomac at White’s
Ford, and stood on Maryland soil,” he
wrote, “but it was only a remnant of
the ‘Army of Northern Virginia’ that
went over. Thousands of our boys had
lagged, worn out, bare-footed, sick,
hungry; they could not keep up, and
so, from actual necessity, twenty
thousand men of Lee’s army
staid in Virginia and crept,
as best they could, to
the rendezvous
indicated to
them



by the General for a rallying point—
Winchester.”14
Lee envisioned that the supplies
and men gathered at Winchester could
move up the valley, cross the Potomac
at Williamsport, Maryland, and meet
the army near Hagerstown. As Lee explained to William Allan in February
1868, “Had the Lost Dispatch not been
lost, and had McClellan continued
his cautious policy for two or three
days longer, I would have had all my
troops reconcentrated on [the] Md.
side, stragglers up, [and] men rested.”
Lee then repeated the substance
of this comment to
Edward Clifford
Gordon in
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April 1868, stating, “his communications were to be kept clear through the
Valley, and to clear them, and capture
the detached force at Harper’s Ferry,
was the object of his movement then.
He would have fought McC after H’s
F. if he had had his troops all in hand,
and McC out [in the open] so that he
could get at him.”15
In General Lee’s vision of things
to come, the vicinity of Hagerstown
would serve as the army’s concentration point once Harpers Ferry had
fallen. Section IX of Special Orders

Harpers Ferry. LOC

An artist’s impression of the conflict on
South Mountain.

No. 191 brings all of this into sharp
relief. Stipulating “The commands of
Generals Jackson, McLaws, and Walker, after accomplishing the objects
for which they have been detached,
will join the main body of the army at
Boonsborough or Hagerstown,” General Lee made it clear that he intended
to concentrate his army in Washington
County in anticipation of a clash with
the Federals.16 Lee then confirmed
this objective in a letter he wrote to
Jefferson Davis from Hagerstown on
September 12, writing, “Before crossing the Potomac I considered the advantages of entering Maryland east or
west of the Blue Ridge. In either case it
was my intention to march upon this
town.”17
Carrying out this plan required
time and Lee believed he had it in
abundance. “The advance of the Federal Army was so slow at the time we left
Fredericktown,” he noted in his campaign report, it justified “the belief that
the reduction of Harper’s Ferry would
be accomplished and our troops concentrated before they would be called
upon to meet it.”18 The identification
of George McClellan as the Army of
the Potomac’s reinstated commander
likely also played a part Lee’s decision,
although the evidence for this is circumstantial.
Several sources note that word of
McClellan’s return spread through the
ranks while the Army of Northern Virginia camped around Frederick. This
occurred thanks to information that
reached Frederick’s inhabitants before
the Confederates arrived on September
6. As Brig. Gen. Dorsey Pender wrote
to his wife on September 7, “It was rumored here before we came that four
of the six members of the [Lincoln]
Cabinet were against McClellan’s being
again placed in command of the army,
but that the soldiers refused to fight
unless he was.”19
The previously mentioned Pvt.
Robson also recalled that while at
Frederick “we soon learned … ‘Little

Mac’ was again at the head of the army,
and then the idea occurred to ‘us generals’ that our Maryland business had
better be attended to promptly.”20 Lee
is likely to have heard this news as well,
especially because he attended a private
dinner in Frederick on the night of
September 6. To think that a lowly private such as John Robson could know
who commanded the Army of the Potomac without General Lee also learning about it beggars belief. It made
sense within this context, then, for Lee
to view the vicinity of Hagerstown as
his rallying point after Harpers Ferry
capitulated. If George McClellan commanded the Army of the Potomac, the
Confederate commander thought he
could count on the enemy to advance
at a glacial pace.21
As for the place of Pennsylvania in
Lee’s plans, this now figured as bait. “It
was proposed to move the army into
Western Maryland, establish our communications with Richmond through
the Valley of the Shenandoah, and, by
threatening Pennsylvania, induce the
enemy to follow, and thus draw him
from his base of supplies,” explained
Lee.22 Taking this course set the stage
for a clash with the Army of the Potomac in Washington County, a clash
that Lee wanted to take place along
Beaver Creek.
Finalizing this plan forced Lee to
commit himself to a timetable beyond

his control. Anticipating Harpers
Ferry would fall by September 14 at
the latest, Lee could not foresee that
it would take Jackson one day longer
to accomplish his mission.23 He also
could not control the speed with which
McClellan advanced. Should Little Mac
pick up the pace it would jeopardize
the entire Confederate operation. Lee
was prepared to take this risk, however,
and so on September 11 he left D. H.
Hill’s division in the vicinity of Boonsboro and continued up the National
Road with Longstreet to a new location
between Funkstown and Hagerstown.
There he established his headquarters
to await news from Jackson and set his
Beaver Creek trap.
McClellan receiving the lost copy
of Special Orders No. 191 and Jackson
taking longer than anticipated to capture Harpers Ferry wrecked all of this
for General Lee. Advancing from Frederick “more rapidly than [Lee found]
convenient,” McClellan struck the
Confederate rearguard on September
14.24 But rather than returning to support D. H. Hill at daylight, as Lee and
Longstreet both claimed after the campaign, Lee hesitated near Hagerstown.
The sources show that Longstreet,
per instructions he received from Lee,
issued orders late on September 13 for
his command to depart at dawn the
next day. But after gathering on the
road back to Boonsboro, Longstreet’s
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men remained in place for
several hours.25 According to
the reminiscence of a local
lad named David Clough,
some Rebel troops even
found time to attend a
church service in Hagerstown.26
Dallying by Longstreet
cannot have caused the delay because of Lee’s presence
with Old Pete’s command.
This leaves open the more likelyy
possibility that Lee himself held
up his lieutenant’s departure. Ass
Longstreet noted in his postwar me
memmem
moir, Lee “held to the thought … he
he had
had
d
ample time” because he did not believe
bel
elie
ieve
vee
McClellan “capable of serious work.”27
What might Lee have hoped to accomplish by waiting in place instead of
marching to Hill’s support? The most
convincing explanation is that he considered ordering Hill to withdraw from
his position back to Beaver Creek if
news arrived from Jackson confirming
the capture of Harpers Ferry.
Special Orders No. 191 specified
that McLaws, Anderson, and Brig.
Gen. John G. Walker should be in
position by September 12 to force the
ferry’s capitulation.28 Major General
J. E. B. Stuart also thought this was
Lee’s objective, writing, “Friday [Sept.
12, was] the day on which, by the calculation of the commanding general,
Harper’s Ferry would fall.” Lastly,
McLaws and Maj. Gen. Richard H. Anderson both reached a similar conclusion from conversations each man had
with Lee near Frederick on September
9.29 Add to this the following message
Lee sent to McLaws on September 13:
“The commanding general hopes that
the enemy about Harper’s Ferry will
be speedily disposed of, and the various detachments returned to the main
body of the army.”30 It makes sense to
conclude, therefore, that Lee expected
Jackson to report the fall of the Federal
garrison at any minute on September
14.


Major General George McClellan (18261885) responded swiftly to the discovery of
the lost order. LOC

When that news did not arrive, Lee
urged Jackson and McLaws to bring “a
prompt conclusion to the operations
at Harper’s Ferry” and then move “as
rapidly as possible to Sharpsburg.”
From there they could meet “General Longstreet [who] will move down
to-morrow and take position on Beaver
Creek this side of Boonsborough.”31
Lee clearly hoped to concentrate his
army at Beaver Creek, making it logical
to conclude that he countermanded
Longstreet’s daylight marching order
on September 14 so he could wait for
news from Jackson.32 If Harpers Ferry fell early in the day, the detached
Confederate forces operating around it
could march back into Maryland. Hill,
in the meantime, could fall back to
Beaver Creek from South Mountain.
Hearing cannon fire from the direction of Boonsboro signaled that Lee
had run out of time. The promptness
of the Federal attack meant not only
that the Confederate commander
could not bring his army back together
promptly, it also meant he needed to
reinforce Hill as quickly as possible to
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stop McClellan from entering
Pleasant Valley behind McLaws.
In short, McClellan’s
industry never gave Lee a
chance to fight at his preferred location. “The [enemy’s] effort to force the passage of the mountains had
failed,” reported Lee about
his position near Boonsboro,
“but it was manifest that without re-enforcements we could
o
not
no
n
ot hazard a renewal of the engagement,
as the enemy could easily
ga
ageem
turn
flank.” More important
tu
urn
n eeither
i
it
stil
st
illl, L
e received information “that
ee
still,
Lee
anot
an
o he
ot
herr large body of Federal troops
another
had during the afternoon forced their
way through Crampton’s Gap, only 5
miles in rear of McLaws. Under these
circumstances, it was determined to
retire to Sharpsburg, where we would
be upon the flank and rear of the enemy should he move against McLaws,
and where we could more readily unite
with the rest of the army.”33
These movements set the stage for
a clash along Antietam Creek. The
heights near Sharpsburg offered defensive terrain similar to that which
Lee had seen along Beaver Creek and
they lay behind a watercourse that
would limit McClellan’s options for
attack. Equally important for Lee’s
political objectives, the location was
still in western Maryland. Lee’s original plan thus remained intact, albeit
in an altered form. He could confront
McClellan at Antietam Creek, defeat
the Federal army, which he believed to
be severely demoralized, and “aid the
citizens of Maryland in any efforts they
might be disposed to make to recover
their liberties.”34
By his own admission, Lee fought
at Sharpsburg/Antietam to encourage
rebellion in Maryland, but that battle would have been fought at Beaver
Creek had McClellan not promptly attacked D. H. Hill on September 14. As
Lee told William Allan in April 1868,

“Lee tried at Sharpsburg to reassure Maryland’s
secessionists that his army would spill blood in their defense.”
“Sharpsburg was forced on him by
McC. finding out his plans and moving
quickly in consequence.”35 Unable to
retire to his desired Beaver Creek position, Lee withdrew instead to Sharpsburg where he took up a position less
advantageous than if he had been able
to execute his original plan without
interruption. Consequently, while the
information McClellan gleaned from
the Lost Orders may not have been as
important as some have argued, it was
certainly not as insignificant as others
have claimed.36
Lee tried at Sharpsburg to reassure
Maryland’s secessionists that his army
would spill blood in their defense. Secessionist forces in the state could then

instigate Maryland’s removal from
the Union. Such an outcome would
have caused manifold problems for the
Lincoln administration. It may have
forced the evacuation of Washington
or even prompted President Lincoln to
sue for peace. Great Britain and France
might have also seen the Confederate
victory as an opportunity to intervene.
Robert E. Lee seems to have thought
he could accomplish some or all of
these things by winning a battle in the
Old Line State and so accordingly he
designed his Beaver Creek trap. In the
end, however, circumstances conspired
to keep Lee from fighting the battle he
wanted to fight on the ground he had
chosen for that very purpose.
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